Hey kid, wanna see a great concert?

By Dave Shaw

For the connoisseur of rock music, happiness is finding a person who can get him good tickets to see his favorite rockers — live and kicking. The happiness changes to exuberance if all his favorite bands decide to go on tour over the summer. As this summer began I read the publicity notices for the bands that would be appearing in my area, and I figured I would be happy if I got to see only one. None of the material seemed to be conceived along the same lines as Going for the One album, displayed his usual mastery of a massive battery of synthesizers and organs and did an amazing little solo with cut-out horses bobbing up and down to the tune of circus music. Alan White was consistent as usual on the drums and Chris Squire did an equally fine job on bass.

By Gordon Half

Great music? Yes!

Gone was the mist, laser show, pulsating cobras, and Chris Squire's triple-necked guitar. This was Yes's concert at the Garden last Wednesday night. Instead there was a beautifully conceived rotating stage set in the center of the Garden and just plain good music. The group concentrated on their newer material. They played "Awaken" and "Parallels" from Going for the One and a variety of songs from their upcoming album. Judging from the sampling played at the concert, the new album seems to be conceived along the same lines as Going for the One and appears to be the long elaborate compositions of Close to the Edge and Tales From Topographic Oceans. Playing without a warmup group, Yes led off with "Siberian Khatru" and finished off with their classic "Roundabout". The new material was warmly received but it was "I've Seen All Good People/Your Move" and "Roundabout" which brought the crowd to its feet.
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